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Who We Are

For over 40 years, Integrity Solutions has provided 

sales, coaching and service solutions to clients in 

over 120 countries.  

These solutions utilize a unique training methodol-

ogy that translates Knowledge into New Behaviors. 

We maintain an uncompromising commitment to the 

principles of INTEGRITY in all we do.

What We Do
• Increase sales force effectiveness

• Enhance customer satisfaction and loyalty

• Engage managers to model and coach

• Engender strategic thinking

• Build a culture of accountability

• Accelerate new hire productivity

• Improve retention

• Build stronger teamwork

• Increase the level of engagement

Key Drivers for Success
Our unique processes create value by impacting 

these key drivers for success:

How We Work With Clients
1. Conduct a needs-assessment

2. Recommend solutions

3. Customize content for relevancy

4. Design a customized implementation

5. Establish measurement criteria

6. Provide ongoing service and support

performance drivers

“The central issue is never about strategy, structure, culture, and systems.  All of these are  
important, but the core of the matter is always about changing the behavior of people.”

- John P. Kotter, The Heart of Change



Why Our Solutions Are Different  
Several factors differentiate Integrity’s solutions from  

traditional training:

STRUCTURED FOLLOW-UP – builds accountability 

for application until new behaviors are formed

INTEGRATED COACHING – engages managers to 

model, coach and lead

PRINCIPLES-BASED – content is easily applied with 

different levels of experience

AFFECTS ATTITUDES – dynamics impact attitude 

and drive as well as skills

Sales, Service & 
Coaching Solutions 
• Integrity Selling®

• Integrity Coaching®

• Integrity Service® 

• Integrity Selling for Service Professionals®

• Skill and Will Coaching™

• The X-Factor in Selling™

• Navigating the Complex Sale®

• Managing Goal Achievement™

• The Member Advantage™

Behavior Change Timeline

¬ ¬ ¬ ¬

Manager  
Introduction /  

Facilitator  
Training

Initial 
Seminar

Follow-Up
Course

Supportive 
Coaching

Ongoing
Reinforce-

ment

American Red Cross
Principal Financial
Johnson & Johnson 
Genworth Financial
Medtronic
First Bank 

Sanofi 
Delta Credit Union
Coldwell-Banker 
Franklin Templeton 
Boston Scientific
UCLA Medical Center

Amica Insurance
Enterprise
Comcast
Bosch
Prudential
Coca-Cola

Partial Client List
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The elegant simplicity of Integrity’s solutions makes them easy to use and coach.

– Vice President of Sales 

The integrity-based philosophy supports our organization’s commitment to create 
value for customers and our employees.

– Vice President of Human Resources

After four years of flat sales and no new products, Integrity helped us achieve 
a 20% sales increase in great part due to the structured follow-up that builds 
accountability for application.

– Vice President of Sales

Our managers are now totally engaged in coaching and developing their people.

– Director Worldwide Training and Development


